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Better understand the various types of fraud that can affect 
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Revenue lost from fraud can’t be recovered, so it’s best to ensure 
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All about chargebacks

U.S. Commerce Department figures

research report

Consumers spent $601.75 billion online with U.S. 

merchants in 2019, up roughly 15% from $523.64 

billion spent the year prior, according to a new 

Internet Retailer analysis of industry data and 

historical . 

Unfortunately, as growth in online payments 

continues to climb so do instances of credit card 

fraud. Juniper’s  estimates that 

retailers will lose around $130 billion in digital CNP 

(Card-not-Present) fraud between 2018 and 2023.



Online retailers who frequently accept fraudulent 

payments on their site are unintentionally leaving 

their businesses at risk. 




In this ebook, we’ll help you better understand the various types of fraud that can affect online retailers, why 

they happen, and provide you with a list of tips to help you prevent both fraudulent and non-fraudulent 

chargebacks from occurring on your site. 


“The adverse impact of fraudulent chargebacks extends far beyond the value 

of the item. Merchants are also losing money on the fulfillment cost, payment 

processing fees, and chargeback fees, not to mention the time spent detecting 

and fighting these chargebacks.”

- Cathy Liu, Head of Risk, Bolt 

E-commerce fraud grows nearly 
twice as fast as sales

E-commerce fraud

30.0%

E-commerce sales

16.0%

ExperianSource: 

Growth rates in 2017
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Chargebacks are very similar to a refund, but instead of contacting the business directly, the consumer 

initiates a return of their funds by requesting their bank to forcibly take money from the retailer’s account. The 

bank will conduct their own investigation and if they feel that the consumer’s request is valid, the funds get 

returned to the consumer. Oftentimes the retailer has no say in this matter and won’t even know that the 

chargeback process is happening until after it has occurred.


Chargebacks only become problematic for businesses when they are misused by consumers looking to get 

access to products or services they are legitimately entitled to. Since customers are not obligated to return 

whatever was purchased, it is not uncommon for individuals to abuse the chargeback process and claim 

legitimate purchases as fraudulent to get their money back and also keep the item. Businesses selling digital 

products or high-risk products like non-FDA approved supplements are particularly susceptible to 

chargeback abuse. We’ll cover more about the true costs of ecommerce fraud in a later section. 



What are chargebacks and how are they 
related to ecommerce fraud?

Chapter 1

What are chargebacks

2

The bank contacts the payment 

processor about the validity of 

the charge and sets the 

chargeback process in motion

5

The payment processor works 

with the card issuing bank 

and the customer receives a 

dispute resolution

3

The payment processor 

contacts the merchant about 

the chargeback

4

The merchant submits the 

appropriate documents 

and either wins or loses 

the chargeback

Start here

The cardholder contacts their bank and files 
a complaint, starting the chargeback process

1

Payment Processor 
Responsibility

Merchant 
Responsibility
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Receiving a chargeback doesn’t mean your business is automatically out of luck and immediately out of 

funds. Retailers still have the opportunity to contest each chargeback dispute and the process involves 

following a series of predefined steps created by the card associations with the acquiring and issuing banks. 



Since the chargeback process is naturally skewed towards the side of the consumer, retailers need to be 

aware of all the intricacies involved to ensure that they have the best chance of winning a dispute. Businesses 

are allowed to participate in up to 3 dispute cycles.


Basic chargeback flow

The process starts when a consumer files a dispute on a transaction with their issuing bank. The issuing bank 

then reviews the validity of the claim and will forward it to the business’s acquiring bank if they deem it is 

valid. 



At this stage, the business is also notified and the acquiring bank will debit the funds from their merchant 

account to reimburse the cardholder. The reimbursement is posted as a credit for the consumer and includes 

all applicable fees incurred during the chargeback investigation. If the business ends up winning the dispute, 

this credit will be transferred back to their merchant account. 



To increase their chances of winning a dispute, businesses will also provide evidence to the customer’s 

issuing bank to help strengthen their case. Acceptable documentation includes:



            •  Tracking numbers and shipping receipts (to show proof of delivery)


            •  Positive AVS response


            •  Sales receipt 


            •  Matching bill-to and ship-to address



Ultimately the cardholder’s issuing bank will have the final say. They will review the documentation above and 

use it to determine if the business fulfilled the transaction in question - this last step can take anywhere from 

four to six weeks.  


Chapter 2

Navigating the chargeback dispute
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Issuing bank rules in favor of 
cardholder or merchant, or files 

second chargeback /pre-arbitration

Issuing bank 
reviews evidence

Merchant contests 
chargeback, sends 

evidence to acquiring bank

Acquiring bank 
sends evidence to 

issuing bank

Cardholder files 
chargeback to issuing 

bank

Issuing bank sends 
chargeback to acquiring 

bank

Acquiring bank sends 
chargeback to merchant

Merchant receives 
chargeback and can accept 

or contest chargeback

Merchant accepts, loses 
chargeback plus fees

Money debited from 
merchant, temporary 
credit for cardholder

Temporary credit 
for merchant

How to dispute a case of friendly fraud 

Chargeback representment is the process by which a merchant disputes a chargeback. Representment allows 

a retailer to “re-present” a transaction to the cardholder’s issuing bank for review. Businesses will submit a 

transaction for representment when they feel that the chargeback they received is unwarranted and want to 

dispute the loss of funds. 



Representment doesn’t guarantee that you’ll receive your money back, but you can increase your chances of 

overturning an illegitimate chargeback by crafting a strong rebuttal letter and including strong evidence to 

support your claim. 

Components of a strong chargeback rebuttal letter 

Chargeback rebuttal letters are the main ingredient of any successful chargeback dispute. Here are a couple 

guidelines to consider when crafting your letter: 



            •  Keep it under one page in length


            •  Customize your rebuttal to the specific case


            •  Keep it emotion-free


            •  Use active voice and short, clear sentences
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Since the goal of these letters is to help banks understand your position and rule in your favor, you’ll want to 

make sure that the content is compelling and easy to understand. Avoid including unnecessary information 

and make your argument as succinct as possible -- remember you’re dealing with a busy bank agent. 



What counts as compelling evidence can vary based on the card networks and banks you’re dealing with. 

However, documents such as shipping invoice, tracking information, & purchase authorization are all helpful to 

include and may increase your chances of disputing a case of friendly fraud. 



For your convenience, we’ve included some chargeback dispute email templates for you to use.

Chargeback Dispute Letter Templates

Chargeback rebuttal letters are the main ingredient of any successful chargeback dispute. Retailers looking to 

contest a fraudulent chargeback must adhere to the representment process and gather substantial evidence 

to help them craft a compelling argument. Information including shipping invoice, tracking information, & 

purchase authorization are all helpful documents to include and will increase your chances of disputing a case 

of friendly fraud.


Reasoning

We believe this to be friendly fraud due to the fact that the package was delivered to the address the 

cardholder has on file with their issuing bank. The address returning an AVS result of “00 - 5-Digit zip 

matches, address does not match” is as follows:


 


Street address


City, State Zip Code


 


Please review the AVS results and attached documents to find this dispute in our favor.



AVS 20, 34, etc.



We believe this chargeback to be friendly fraud. Please review this case and close it in our favor. 

AVS-00 Make sure AVS result (#) is the same as in the chargeback

Sample 1 
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Revenue lost from fraud can’t be recovered, so it’s best to ensure that your business is protected in the first 

place. Retailers who fall victim to ecommerce fraud are losing out on more than just lost sales - hidden costs, 

like the time resources and fees involved with managing chargeback disputes, can also impact your bottom 

line. 


How ecommerce fraud and fraudulent chargeback negatively impact retailers 


No two retailers will respond to fraud the same way. Factors including your customer base, your industry, the 

market you operate in, and even the products you sell all influence how fraud can impact your business. For 

most retailers, high occurrences of fraud and chargebacks rates negatively impact their profitability and 

operations. 



Recognizing different types of fraud and 
their impact


Chapter 3

Reasoning

This is the third transaction we have seen from this cardholder since date. There have been no 

disputes on the customer's previous purchases on the same card which were placed using the same 

email address and phone number and shipped to the same AVS matching address in State. The 

deposit ARN for the first transaction on date is: 0-0-0-0. 



On top of this, we shipped to the AVS matching address which is: 


 


Street address


City, State Zip Code


 


Please review the AVS results and attached documents to find this dispute in our favor.

Previous Transactions - (also include deposit ARN in the below for reference)


Sample 2




Credit card chargebacks represent a big financial threat to retailers. Every time a chargeback is 

issued, your acquiring bank will levy a non-refundable chargeback fee to help cover the 

administrative costs associated with the chargeback process. On their own, these fees are nominal 

but if your site is already dealing with high chargeback rates - these small fees will eventually add up 

and take a bigger bite out of your earnings.

Chargeback fees1

Spending in-house resources to verify each chargeback or review a suspicious order is time-intensive 

and not an efficient way to allocate your resources. Your staff needs to ensure that the legitimate 

cardholder was responsible for authorizing the purchase using their debit or credit card. This time 

could have been allocated to growing your business or further developing your product. 

Resource loss 2

Your chargeback rate plays a role in helping to determine your risk and reliability in the eyes of banks. 

A 1% chargeback rate is the industry-standard maximum -- that equates to one chargeback per 100 

successful orders. Anything higher than 1% leaves your business at risk of losing your merchant 

account and being dubbed as a “high-risk merchant”. 

Merchant account closure3

What is true fraud:

True fraud occurs when fraudsters make legitimate 

purchases with a lost or stolen credit card. In this 

situation, both the retailer and the customers are 

affected. The cardholder who’s account information 

is compromised has to initiate a chargeback to get 

their money back and the retailer has to front the 

cost of the lost inventory and the fees involved in 

the chargeback process. 

types of fraud

True Fraud

KNI to provide Image of true 

fraud (the common example 

is to show a mischievous 

criminal/masked bandit 

making a purchase) 

7types of fraud
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Strategies for preventing true fraud:

To combat true fraud businesses should take extra precautions to secure their site from fraudsters. This 

involves taking a closer look at all transactions processed on your site and making sure that you’ve partnered 

with a fraud prevention solution to safeguard your business. 



Both Visa and Mastercard provide this security feature on their cards to help retailers curb payment 

fraud. Asking for the three- or four-digit number located on the front of the card or printed near the 

signature strip on the back helps prove that the cardholder authorizing the card-not-present 

transaction is the right user and has the physical card at the time of purchase. 

Collect CVV, CVV2, CVC1

The address verification system cross-checks the billing address the credit card company has on file 

for the payment method with the billing address used during the transaction to help validate the order. 

Verify AVS match on US transactions3

3-D Secure works like an online PIN code. Before a shopper can complete the checkout process, 

they’re taken to another security window and prompted to enter their unique security code. Once their 

personal identification number is verified, the user will be taken back to their checkout and allowed to 

complete their purchase.

Authorize purchases with 3-D Secure4

The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard applies to all businesses handling sensitive 

cardholder data. By requiring online merchants to adhere to strict protocols around data security 

from the start, PCI DSS aims to protect users from payment card fraud before it happens. Proper 

PCI compliance is enforced by the PCI Security Standards Council, a consortium of leading payment 

brands including VISA, American Express, and Mastercard.

Make sure that your site is PCI-DSS compliant
5

Multiple orders in a short time period

•

•

•

Billing address differs from shipping address 



Multiple order attempts using different inputs (usually a sign that the customer is guessing the 

card number or expiration date) 



Make sure your risk team takes the time to manually review any transaction that triggers any of these 

warnings and contact the customer placing an order to verify their identity.

Keep a close eye on red flags2

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/
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An important consideration when dealing with friendly fraud

What is friendly fraud:

Friendly fraud occurs when consumers intend to 

defraud businesses by falsely claiming a legitimate 

purchase as fraudulent. A consumer might file a 

fraudulent chargeback with the hope that they’ll win 

the case and be refunded the purchase amount, 

essentially getting the item for free. Another 

customer might initiate a chargeback if they are 

unsatisfied with your return policy and simply want 

to get their money back.

types of fraud

Friendly Fraud

Sometimes a customer may initiate a chargeback when they have legitimate concerns around a charge, but 

have purchased the item in question. This commonly occurs when the purchased product is listed under 

another name on the customer’s billing statement. To save customers this unintended headache, you should 

consider matching product names/descriptors with the charge and ensuring that your customer service team 

is responsive to questions that arise. 


Transparency and clear communication is key in this situation. Again, the customer might not be attempting 

anything malicious and is only submitting a chargeback out of concern. To save your bottomline and avoid 

incurring any extra fees, you’ll want to prevent this from even happening by taking the necessary steps 

mentioned above. 

Tactics to help curb true fraud on your site:

Reducing friendly fraud requires that businesses collect comprehensive data to prove that there is something 

fraudulent going on. 

Chargeback disputes often arise when customers feel that the product they’ve received didn’t meet 

their expectations. Update your product descriptors and images to accurately reflect the item your 

shoppers will actually receive in the mail. Be sure to note all specifications so shoppers are 

completely aware of what exactly they’re purchasing.

Ensure your product pages are up-to-date1
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Work with a reputable shipping company to ensure you have tracking information on all shipments 

and ask for a signature at the time of delivery. This information will help prove that the customer has 

actually received the product.

Verify shipment and delivery4

Identity verification solutions help a business confirm the identity of the cardholder authorizing the 

purchase. This information is especially handy during a dispute since it helps verify that the 

customer was actually the one making the purchase.

Implement Identity verification3

Product reviews help enrich your product pages with additional insights from past customers. These 

user reviews can help shoppers better understand the product and help them decide if they really 

want to make a purchase. These reviews add additional depth to your product pages – helping to 

increase buyer confidence while simultaneously reducing the likelihood they return an item, or 

worse, filing a chargeback to get their money back.

Furnish your product pages with user reviews2

Tactics to help curb true fraud on your site (Cont.):

Samsung Chromebook

$ 299.99

Proof of purchase

It doesn’t hurt to offer a lenient return policy for unsatisfied shoppers. Customers who are 

unsatisfied with their purchase are less likely to submit a fraudulent chargeback if they understand 

that they can easily get their money back or exchange the product for another item of similar value.

Offer a customer-centric return policy 5
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When a customer, or the issuing bank acting on the customer’s behalf, decides to dispute a transaction, the 

bank files a chargeback and attaches a chargeback reason code to the case. 



This 2-to-4-digit alphanumeric code helps identify the underlying motivation behind the chargeback dispute. 

Businesses looking to contest a fraudulent chargeback should make a conscious effort to understand the 

meaning of the reason code and begin building a solid case around it. To increase your chances of winning 

the dispute, you’ll want to gather compelling evidence that addresses the reason code and proves your 

business is in the clear.



If your business accepts multiple payment methods on your site, you’ve probably noticed that each of the 

major card networks - American Express, Discover, MasterCard, and Visa have their own unique list of reason 

codes. Despite the different naming conventions, the underlying meaning behind each reason code is fairly 

similar across the four major networks. 



Here are a few examples to familiarize yourself with: 


Reasoning

The cardholder claims that they did not receive the purchased goods or service. To strengthen your 

chances of contesting this reason code, you’ll need to provide evidence that the goods were 

delivered or in the case of services, show a valid completion of work order to help prove that the 

customer has in fact received what they paid for.



            • AMEX - C08 Goods/Services Not Received or Only Partially Received


            • Discover - RG Non-Receipt of Goods, Services, or Cash


            • MasterCard - 4855 Goods or Services Not Provided


            • Visa - 13.1 Merchandise/ Services Not Received 

Merchandise / Services Not Received1

Chapter 4

Understanding chargeback reason codes 



Non-fraud
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Reasoning

The cardholder claims that they did not particulate in the disputed transaction. To strengthen your 

chances of contesting this reason code, provide evidence including billing authorization and 

confirmation of delivery to the billing address on the cardholder’s file.



            • AMEX - F29 Card Not Present


            • Discover - UA02 Fraud – Card Not Present Transaction


            • MasterCard - 4863 Cardholder Does Not Recognize - Potential Fraud


            • Visa - 10.4 Fraud – Card-Absent Environment 

Fraud / Card-Not-Present Environment
4

Reasoning

The cardholder is acknowledging that they did not authorize the purchase. To strengthen your 

chances of contesting this reason code, you’ll need to provide evidence that the customer did 

authorize the transaction (signature or a valid pin). Some consumers are sent a payment 

authentication request before a payment is formally approved.



            • AMEX - F24 No Card Member Authorization


            • AMEX - F24 No Card Member Authorization

No Cardholder Authorization3

Reasoning

The cardholder claims that the goods or service they received are different from the description 

provided at the time of charge. To strengthen your chances of contesting this reason code, consider 

providing proof that the customer has agreed to receiving the goods or services “as is”. 

Photographs and email communications documenting the state of the product at the time of 

purchase can also help. 



            • AMEX - C31 Goods/Services Not As Described


            • Discover - RM Cardholder Disputes Quality of Goods or Services


            • Visa - 13.3 Not as Described or Defective Merchandise/ Services

Goods / Services Not as Described2

Fraudulent 
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SUMMARY

Quick Summary: Friendly Vs True Fraud and 
ways to prevent each 



Friendly Fraud


Friendly fraud occurs when consumers attempt to defraud businesses by falsely claiming a legitimate 

purchase as fraudulent. The motive behind a case of friendly fraud isn’t always as straightforward as true 

fraud. Issues like unclear merchant descriptors, forgetfulness, or buyer’s remorse can all be at the root of 

an illegitimate chargeback. 



Real world example: 


            • An unsatisfied customer filing a fraudulent chargeback to receive a refund on their purchase. 



Ways to protect yourself from friendly fraud:


            1) Offer a customer-centric return policy 


            2) Verify shipment and delivery 


            3)  Implement Identity verification



True Fraud


True fraud begins when a retailer accepts a payment from a stolen credit card. The actual cardholder will 

then file a chargeback with their bank to dispute the unauthorized purchase. True fraud significantly hurts 

retailers since they are responsible for reimbursing the victim and covering any related chargeback fees. 



Real world example: 


            • A fraudster making purchases using a stolen credit card, leaving the cardholder to foot the bill. 



Ways to protect yourself from friendly fraud:


            1) Collect CVV, CVV2, CVC at checkout 


            2) Verify AVS match on US transactions


            3)  Pay close attention to transactions that raise red flags (multiple orders in a short time period,


failed inputs, etc.)
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As we’ve learned, accepting fraudulent transactions can have real consequences for your company’s 

reputation and revenue potential. Despite the increasing instances of credit card fraud, retailers around the 

world shouldn’t be discouraged and instead focus their energy on developing efficient ways to minimize the 

risk of fraudulent and non-fraudulent chargebacks on their site. 



The ecommerce landscape is constantly evolving and the threat of chargebacks will continue to grow in 

tandem. To protect your business, you'll need to make sure you’re on top of the latest trends and 

implementing new tactics. To learn more about how Bolt’s fraud detection solution can help safeguard your 

business, click here.

Why it pays to keep a close eye on 
ecommerce fraud 


Conclusion

https://www.bolt.com/contact-sales/
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Bolt is the world’s first checkout experience platform. Our checkout is optimized for any 

device and platform, and has seamless fraud-detection built in. We enable 

customer-obsessed brands to delight shoppers, elevate their brand experience and mitigate 

the number of fraudulent transactions. We currently support retailers on Magento, 

WooCommerce, BigCommerce, Salesforce Commerce Cloud and custom-built sites. 

ABOUT US:

https://bolt.com

